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Oceanology International Americas
gathers momentum

The San Diego based ocean technology, engineering and science event,
Oceanology International Americas (OiA) has reported an upswell in interest
and provided additional details on a number of new visitor and exhibitor
attractions ahead of opening its doors from 14-16 February 2023.

With less than four months remaining until the show opens, OiA has recently
been passing key milestones in exhibitor registrations. As David Ince, Event
Director for organisers RX Global said: “As we continue to connect with the
global Oceanology exhibitor network we are on track to fill our Exhibit Hall



with an inspiring and broad showcase of technology-based solutions to help
all those involved in exploring, protecting and sustainably operating in the
world’s oceans. It is a pleasure to be able to return to San Diego and bring
the industry together to see the solutions first-hand and meet face-to-face in
a vibrant, trade show environment.”

Connections made at events like OiA can unlock the innovations necessary to
meet the needs of climate change adaptation, ocean health, the energy
transition and market developments in the Blue Economy. From a
manufacturer of a small fittings to mount a video camera to an AUV to an
operator of a fully equipped dive support vessel, OiA exhibitors all have one
thing in common. They all offer viable solutions for real world problems, and
thanks to the oceans’ importance in the future of our planet, these are
problems for all of us, not just the ocean scientific community.

Since OiA launched in 2017 it has provided a catalyst for innovation, with the
Ocean Futures Conference at the event representing a focal point to which
visitors and exhibitors alike can bring new ideas and help set the stage for
positive change in and around the world’s ocean industries.

Oceanology International Americas recently announced the timely headline
2023 conference theme of ‘The New Blue Economy: Unlocking the Potential’.
Conference Chair, Ralph Rayner, describes how this overarching theme will
be addressed: “Daily Ocean Futures plenary sessions will focus on unlocking
the potential of ocean technologies and ocean information services to
support a growing blue economy that balances delivering the vast economic
potential of the ocean with meeting key societal challenges such as climate
change and the protection of ocean health. These plenary sessions will be
complemented by related topical roundtable discussions and a full program
of technical tracks connecting the products and services on show in the
exhibition hall with their application across the new blue economy”

The opening plenary will set the scene for the future development of the
New Blue Economy, with senior representatives from federal and state
government and from ocean technology and ocean services businesses
describing their visions of the future.

Daily Ocean Futures panel discussions will feature discussion concerning the
role of new blue economy products and services in delivery of energy
transition and will explore the foundational science, effective innovation and



workforce development that will be needed to unlock the future new blue
economy.

FOCAL POINT
San Diego lies at the heart of the blue economy representing a focal point for
technologists and tech accelerators to showcase new to market solutions to
an interested worldwide audience. The US offers the ocean technology,
science and engineering communities the largest subsea market in the world,
making it as attractive to European manufacturers looking to get a foothold
in this market place as it is to domestic exhibitors. The accessibility of San
Diego from Canada, Mexico, Australia, South America, and the wider APAC
countries means that attendees are from diverse, economically and
strategically significant regions.

One example of this wide reach is Norwegian OiA exhibitor Water Linked,
which recently shared the good news that it is set to provide a key
component in the Watbots innovative solution for aquaculture cage cleaning.

“OiA is the best opportunity for us to meet existing and new customers based
in North America, all in one location”, said Scott McLay, Chief Commercial
Officer of Water Linked. “We continue to grow our market share and North
America is a key market for us hence it is important for us to maintain a
visual presence.”

While Water Linked has also offered clues around its intent to launch a new
product at OiA, with full details as yet undisclosed, Australian-based exhibitor
Advanced Navigation has let the cat much further out of the bag with some
information regarding its Hydrus underwater drone, set to make its US West
coast debut at OiA 2023.

Hydrus is set to wow crowds as this capable AUV fits in a standard airline
carry-on bag yet packs in industry leading technology, including connector-
less design, inductive charging, an AI enhanced INS (Inertial Navigation
System) and DVL transducers.

Advanced Navigation’s Subsea Product manager Peter Baker said: “This is a
commercial grade fully autonomous free swimming subsea robot, not to be
confused with other similarly sized consumer or pro-sumer underwater
drones which are usually tethered vehicles and remotely operated rather than
fully autonomous. OiA is our opportunity to put this game changing



technology in front of one of the largest concentrations of subsea
professionals anywhere and we expect to develop a real buzz around it.”

MATCHMAKING
New to OiA for 2023 is a B2B matchmaking event on Wednesday 15 February.
Delivered in partnership with Innovate UK EDGE, the b2match event will give
OiA attendees the opportunity to meet potential collaborators and business
partners during pre-arranged one-to-one meetings between exhibitors and
visitors, active in the blue economy.

According to Tim Benzie, Project Lead at Innovate UK EDGE, the b2match
model has already proven its worth at other Oceanology events: “Innovate UK
EDGE is a key part of the UK innovation agency’s investment in the innovative
businesses that drive economic growth and has already successfully delivered
b2match as part of Oceanology UK events in 2018 and 2020. This represents
a first expansion of this fast-moving dynamic model into the international
ocean scientific industry and we plan to bring a sizeable UK delegation with
us to San Diego to support this.”

Visitor registration for OiA 2023 opens on 8th November. Find out more at
https://www.oceanologyinternationalamericas.com/en-gb/visit.html
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About Oceanology International Americas - San Diego:

Returning to the thriving US blue economy hub of San Diego, Oi Americas is a
growing regional showcase of technology solutions and services with an
expected audience of 2,750 attendees from 30+ countries.
www.oceanologyinternationalamericas.com

About the Oceanology International Portfolio

Oceanology International is the world’s leading marine science and ocean
technology exhibition and conference. Beginning its journey in the UK in
1969, Oi has established itself as a truly global portfolio, with events running
in London, San Diego, Shanghai and Abu Dhabi.

Oceanology International offers a series of global and regional forums where
industry, academia and government share knowledge and connect with the
marine technology and ocean science community, improving their strategies
for exploring, monitoring, developing and protecting the world’s oceans.

The Oceanology International portfolio also includes:

• Oceanology International - London: Oceanology International is
the world’s largest exhibition and conference dedicated to
serving all professionals working in the global marine science
and ocean technology sector. The first Oceanology International
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was held in Brighton, in 1970. Today, its home is at ExCeL
London.
www.oceanologyinternational.com

• Oceanology International Middle East - Abu Dhabi: Held at the
Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC), the latest
addition to the Oceanology International portfolio focuses on the
Middle East and Indian Ocean region’s growing application of
ocean technology across a variety of end-user sectors from
Ocean Science to Aquaculture to Offshore Energy and more.
www.oceanologyinternationalmiddleeast.com

About RX

RX is a leading global events business. It combines face-to-face with data
and digital tools to help customers learn about markets, source products and
complete transactions at over 500 events in almost 30 countries across 43
industry sectors, attracting more than 7 million participants. Our events,
organised by 35 global offices, leverage industry expertise, large data sets
and technology to enable our customers to generate billions of dollars of
revenues for the economic development of local markets and national
economies around the world. RX is part of RELX, a global provider of
information and analytics for professional and business customers across
industries. rxglobal.com

About RELX

RELX is a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools
for professional and business customers. The Group serves customers in more
than 180 countries and has offices in about 40 countries. It employs over
30,000 people, of whom almost half are in North America. The shares of
RELX PLC, the parent company, are traded on the London, Amsterdam and
New York Stock Exchanges using the following ticker symbols: London: REL;
Amsterdam: REN; New York: RELX.
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